
ISOLATION AND CONTAINMENT OF DUST 
AND SPRAY PAINTING OVERSPRAY
Whether you’re a novice or a seasoned pro, job is small or large — 

one of the most important aspects of any spray painting work is 

isolation and containment of spray painting work areas.

Why the need for isolation and containment?
If your work area isn’t properly and effectively isolated, you risk 

releasing solvents and toxins into the air and causing harm to 

yourself, other workers or clients.

»  Isolate:

Where possible, create a fully 

self-contained space, ZipWall 

Systems provides a portable, 

temporary, easy solution. Utilising 

plastic sheeting and a quick-fix pole 

system, you can isolate an area in a 

matter of minutes.

If you’re just isolating one room, 

Temporary Renovator Doors are 

ideal, as they eliminate the risk of 

drifting dust ruining your  

shiny new paint job.

»  Ventilate:

Be sure to provide for sufficient ventilation and air flow.  

Portable Ventilation Fans can be used to bring in clean air  

or reversed to remove the contaminated air.

Combine the fans with Portable Overspray Filter Boxes, and  

you can successfully remove overspray and minimise odours.
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MATT’S 
CHAT

In the short space of a month we lost Cat (Millin’s Superstar) to cancer and on ANZAC Day my Pop was 

taken too early. I remember my Dad for many things; his friendship, his leadership, the values he instilled 

in me – but he was also an amazing prankster. On one occasion, Dad was getting some concrete laid by  

a contractor at home, and on the same day was involved in a minor car crash. The driver of the  

other car was an IRD tax investigator, and Dad took his business card. When the concrete job was 

finished at home, my Dad asked the contractor if there was a discount for cash... there was.  

At this point Dad pulled out the cash and the IRD business card and handed both over... the  

contractor’s reaction was priceless! All we are left with is memories, make as many as you can.

“ Death leaves a heartache no one can heal;  
love leaves a memory no one can steal.” 
— Richard Puz

MATT PIGGIN | DIRECTOR | SON

»  Reduce:

If you’re using an airless sprayer, consider Graco FFLP or 

Wagner HEA tips, as both are low-pressure options that create 

much less overspray. If you’re doing smaller areas like kitchen 

cabinetry, then consider using an HVLP System, as they are 

particularly helpful.

Learn more at 
millin.co.nz/blog/
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 PRODUCT REVIEW OF THE MONTH

Rolite Brass  
and Copper Polish  

Cleans, Shines and Protects.
Produces a brilliant shine on all 

brass and copper surfaces in one 

easy quick step. Ideal to protect 

against rust, tarnish, water  

stains and salt and fresh  

water corrosion.


